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Cooperation is thought to be a necessary condition to solve collective dilemmas such as
climate change or the sustainable use of common-pool resources. Yet, it is poorly understood
how situations pervaded by thresholds shape the behaviour of people facing collective dilemmas.
Here we provide empirical evidence that resource users facing thresholds maintain on average
cooperative behaviours by maximising their individual earnings while ensuring future group
opportunities. A dynamic game with 256 Colombian fishers helped us investigate behavioural
responses to the existence of thresholds, risk and uncertainty. Uncertain thresholds made fishers
maintain higher levels of cooperation than when the risk of thresholds is known, but risk had
a stronger effect on reducing individual fishing effort. If cooperation increases in the face of
thresholds, then communicating uncertainty is more policy-relevant than estimating precisely
where tipping points lay in social-ecological systems.

Sustainability challenges are often characterised by situations pervaded by thresholds (1). Achiev-
ing sustainable development goals such as eradicating poverty, dealing with climate change, and
preventing the tragedy of the commons in using natural resources, require all cooperation to deal
with situations characterised by non-linear dynamics with tipping points (2–4). Under current
development trajectories, ecosystems worldwide are at risk of undergoing more frequent and severe
regime shifts –abrupt transitions in their function and structure– changing the flow of ecosystem
services on which societies rely upon, and the source of livelihoods for many communities (5, 6).
Examples include bush encroachment, a regime shift that reduces the ability of ranchers to maintain
cattle; soil salinisation which compromises the ability of farmers to produce food; or the collapse of
fisheries which could compromise the livelihoods of ∼ 51 million people who today depend on them,
most of them from developing countries (7). Over 30 different types of regime shifts have been
documented in social-ecological systems, and their frequency and intensity are expected to increase
(6, 8). This rises the questions: how do people behave in situations pervaded by thresholds? How
does it affect their decisions regarding the extraction from a common-pool resource? Do people
race to the bottom and collapse their resources, or do they find strategies for dealing with threshold
uncertainty?

Traditionally these questions have been studied from a rather theoretical point of view (4, 9–13)
with a focus on public goods (14). Theoretical and empirical evidence suggests that the relationship
between collective action and uncertainty is negative: the higher the uncertainty, the higher the
likelihood of cooperation to break down (10, 11, 14–16). However, some of these empirical results
have been largely obtained in lab settings with “weird” subjects: western, educated, industrialised,
rich, and democratic (17). Whether these results hold when tested with real resource users is still
an open question.

The purpose of this paper is to fill that gap by testing how individual resource users behave
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in situations pervaded by thresholds when facing collective dilemmas. To achieve that goal we
designed an experimental dynamic game that we played with 256 fishers in 4 coastal communities
of the Colombian Caribbean (see methods and appendix for instructions). The game was framed as
a fishery with the likelihood of a climate event that abruptly reduced the recovery rate of the fish
stock on which the fishers’ earnings depended. In the game, fishers made individual decisions each
round of how much they wanted to fish from a common pool resource. Communication was allowed
and the social dilemma was faced in groups of 4. The game lasted 16 rounds (unknown to the
players), of which the last 10 consisted of a treatment. 64 fishers played the threshold treatment,
in which in round 7 a climate event occurred reducing the recovery rate of the fish. This framing is
similar to hypoxia events –low water oxygen– which could follow times of drought or extreme rain,
and have been recorded in the region for decades (18). In times of hypoxia fish die creating death
zones (19). The second treatment was risk, where fishers (n = 64) knew that a climate event could
occur reducing the fish stock’s ability to reproduce with a 50% chance. In the uncertainty treatment
(n = 64) the same framing was used, but the probability of the climate event was between 0.1-0.9.
Another treatment was the control group (baseline, n = 64), which continued playing as in the
first rounds. The game was complemented with post-experimental surveys and a lottery activity
to elucidate the risk and ambiguity preferences of our participants (See Methods).

Results
Treatment effects on individual extraction

Fishers facing thresholds tend to fish less both in absolute terms as well as in proportion to the
the availability of the resource. We studied the individual decisions of fishers by looking at their
individual extraction xi,t, and the proportion of the stock they appropriated per round (xi,t/St). A
difference-in-difference panel model with random effects reveals that treatment effects are in general
significant and negative (Fig. 1). The reduction of fishing effort is stronger for risk than for threshold
or uncertainty treatments. Our results are robust to different choices of clustering standard errors
(See Tables S1-S3) which were clustered simultaneously around individuals, groups and time. While
these results already contradict the premise that uncertainty breaks down cooperation, our response
variables thus far do not allow us to investigate the context in which each decision was taken. For
example, agreements or the emergence of rules are ignored, and an amount of fish caught worth
the same in the above regression if they are caught before or after crossing potential thresholds. In
the game and real life they are not the same thing. The same amount of fish extracted can have
substantially different impacts on the stock size and the potential earnings of fishers if non-linear
thresholds are crossed.

Individual behaviour in context

To gain a better understanding of the interplay between group-level dynamics, and the context in
which each individual decision was made, we designed two additional response variables: cooper-
ation and coordination. Broadly speaking cooperation is working together towards a shared goal.
Cooperation can also be defined as “a form of working together in which one individual pays a
cost (in terms of fitness, whether genetic or cultural) and another gains a benefit as a result” (20).
In the context of common pool dilemmas (and non-dyadic games) cooperation can also be inter-
preted as favouring the common good over individual benefits (21, 22). An important distinction
in the literature is that of cooperators versus defectors, while cooperators pay a cost for other(s) to
benefit, defectors have no cost and do not deal out benefits (23, 24). Here we operationalise these
definitions by measuring cooperation as the ratio of the individual decision xi,t with respect to the
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optimal level for the group. Cooperation C is measured assuming fairness or equal sharing of the
stock available for fishing St above the threshold θ (θ = 28 in treatments and θ = 20 in baseline ):

Ci,t = xi,t
St−θ

N

(1)

where N is the number of players in the group (always 4 in our experimental design). To avoid
division by zero or negative values, if the denominator is < 1 and xi,t = 0 cooperation is set to
C = 1 (212/4096 observations), and if the denominator is < 1 and xi,t > 0 cooperation is set
C = 1.5 (17/4096 observations). Thus, cooperation is maximized when C = 1 meaning that the
individual took 100% of what was fair to take while avoiding crossing the threshold. If cooperation
C < 1 the fisher did cooperate in order to avoid the threshold but was not efficient at maximising
her/his personal utility; if C > 1 the fisher did not cooperate and preferred maximising her/his
utility over the common good in the long run. If C = 2 the individual took twice as much as
it was fair to take, and by doing so the group could have crossed the threshold. Cooperation in
this interpretation is not given by a point but by the distribution it forms over time. A person
can take 1 or 2 extra fish by agreement (e.g. a rotation scheme), by having weak agreements that
do not specify quotas (e.g. “let’s fish less”), or by mistake. Crossing the threshold is however
the aggregated effect of individual decisions. For that reason, we also introduced coordination as
the average (Bray-Curtis) similarity distance to other group members decisions through the game.
Thus, if coordination is close to one the individual extraction xi,t is very similar to other group
members, while if coordination is close to zero, xi,t is very dissimilar to the rest of the group (Fig
2).

To better understand what explains the behaviour of individuals in terms of cooperation and
coordination, we regressed variables that summarizes individual behaviour from the second part of
the game against explanatory variables that were individual attributes (See surveys in Method).
As dependent variables we used median cooperation, coordination, the mean extraction, the mean
proportion of the stock extracted, and their variances (Fig 2). Decrease in variances and increase
in coordination can be seen as empirical proxies of the emergence and compliance of agreements.
As explanatory variables, we used our treatments, after controlling for socioeconomic variables
(e.g. education, income), risk and ambiguity aversion (See Methods), the percentage of rounds that
individual made agreements (a proxy of the intention but not necessarily of compliance), and place
to account for fixed effects that were not necessarily controlled for with our socioeconomic terms.
Since our experimental design focus on the impacts of tipping points in natural resource dynamics,
we approximated income not as the amount of money people make per month, but rather as the
frequency of bad days they return from a fishing trip without any earnings. The latter although
collinear with reported income, is a better proxy of exposure to regime shifts. We also include a
response variable about the expectation of children to depend of fishing as livelihood to deal with
the long term perspective of sustaining the resource, as well as group fishing and sharing of fishing
arts to control for aspects of the fishing activity that can prime individuals to be more cooperative.

We find that all treatments significantly reduced the proportion of stock extracted, and decreased
coordination among individuals who played the uncertainty treatment (Fig 3). Yet, coordination
increased in groups that communicated and reached agreements. Interestingly, the proportion of
rounds with agreements (intentions) had a negative effect on the proportion of stock extracted,
the variance of extraction, and the median and variance of cooperation suggesting that agreements
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Figure 1: Fishers fish less and cooperation does not break down Treatment effects are
explored with a difference-in-difference random effect model with respect to individual extraction,
the proportion of the stock extracted, and cooperation. The joint differences between control and
treatment groups are significant for individual extraction (F = 5.95, p << 0.05, df = 3), weakly
significant for proportion of stock extracted (F = 2.23, p = 0.08, df = 3), and non-significant for
cooperation (F = 0.3, p = 0.8, df = 3). When the difference were tested individually between
each treatment and the contorl, in the case of proportion of stock extracted, the weakly significant
treatment was risk (p = 0.08), while threshold and uncertainty were both significant (p = 0.02, 0.01
respectively). Tables S1-S3 complement this figure with a sensitivity analysis of robust standard
error estimation.

were in average followed. Fishers who reached agreements were better at maximising their indi-
vidual earnings while maintaining the stock on a longer term by avoiding crossing the threshold
(Fig 2). Cooperation, as measured here, was only affected by the number of rounds people reached
agreements, showing that it responds more to in-group dynamics rather than treatments or so-
cioeconomic effects. Yet, variance of cooperation and variance of individual extraction were both
reduced in individuals who belong to a group where agreements emerged. We also found place
effects that were not accounted by our socioeconomic controls, showing that place B had on aver-
age less coordination and higher variance of extraction, while place D had higher extraction and
higher cooperation (C ≤ 1). People with higher levels of education reduced their variance of ex-
traction, while people with a higher frequency of zero income days tend to fish more, but these
effects are relatively small. Controlling for fishing art sharing, risk or ambiguity aversion render
weakly significant coefficients (p < 0.1) and their effect sizes are relatively small together with
other socioeconomic controls. Controlling for individual behaviour in the first part of the game is
significant for most of our response variables (except variances Fig 3), suggesting that individuals
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bring cooperative preferences to the game that are independent of our treatments and other socio-
economic factors. Some of our socio-economic factors are partially correlated with place (Fig S1),
thus tables S5 and S6 reproduce the regression without place and only place terms respectively.
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Figure 2: Response variables of individual behaviour. A) shows the relationship between co-
operation and coordination, B) shows the relationship of mean extraction and the mean proportion
of the extraction. Each point represent an individual player (N=256) and the summary statistic
calculated over the second part of the game (10 rounds, 2560 observations). The density for each
variable is located parallel to each axis respectively, while the comparison of variances (except for
coordination) is found on the lower left inset.

Discussion
Fishers under uncertain thresholds maintained higher levels of cooperation than when the risk of
thresholds was known, but risk had a stronger effect at reducing individual fishing effort than un-
certainty. Our central result contradicts previous theoretical and empirical findings that predicted
break down of cooperation under situations with uncertain thresholds (10, 11, 14, 16). Previous
work has concentrated their effots on theoretical studies or empirical settings with western, ed-
ucated, industrialized, rich and democratic individuals (17). Here we empirically show that the
negative relationship between cooperation and uncertainty does not hold in situations with real
resource users whose livelihoods largely depend on natural resources. On the contrary, our study
supports a small but growing body of empirical evidence suggesting that uncertainty can help pro-
tect the commons when ecosystems are susceptible to thresholds such as climate-induced regime
shifts (25, 26).

One potential explanation for the deviation from theoretical expectations can be personality traits
(27, 28). We expected that risk and ambiguity aversion were key personal traits affecting behaviour.
Our results suggest however that group dynamics seems to override personal preferences regarding
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Figure 3: Individual behaviour as function of treatments and socioeconomic factors The
panel summarises results from an OLS regression for each of the response variables reported in
Fig 2. Treatment effects are shown after controlling for socioeconomic aspects and location. Table
S4 complement this figure with precise estimates and summary statistics. Error bars denote 95%
confidence intervals calculated with a CR2 robust starndard errors estimator.

aversion. Some resource users tend to have pro-social and pro-enviromental behaviour, others have
more individuallistic or short term preferences (Fig 2); but as observed by a previous study in
the same region, pro-social fishers are less likely of changing their behaviour than non-cooperators
(16). This in turn scale up at the group level, where groups with higher proportions of cooperative
individuals maintain higher levels of fish stock despite an ocasional free-rider (16). Our results
suggest that fishers were responding more to in-group dynamics (e.g. increasing coordination) and
personal preferences regarding pro-social behavior, rather than their risk or ambiguity aversion
preferences.

Our study shows that reaching agreements decrease fishing efforts and increase cooperation. It
suggests that a common strategy that evolved in the game was approaching the threhsold wihtout
crossing it, thus maximizing both social and individual benefits. By reducing fishing effort or
keeping close to the social optimal people do cooperate. However, cooperation–as measured in our
study–was not affected by our treatments. Cooperative behavior then seems to be driven more
by personal preferences and group dynamics than levels of uncertainty. This observation agrees
with previous experiments studying internal Nash solutions on common pool resources (16), and
highlights the important and well established role of communication in providing groups an arena
for agreement negotiations, rule making, social pressure, and coordinating actions (29). Previous
participatory research in the communities studied supports with different methods our findings (30,
31)

Fishers do reduce fishing in presence of thresholds, but the effect occurs to a lesser extent when
uncertainty is high. This is partly due to our experimental desing where higher levels of uncertainty
can mask free-riding behaviour and slow down the erosion of trust. In that sense, the uncertainty
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about thresholds also induces social uncertainty about adhering to agreements. An alternative
explanation is that under higher levels of uncertainty fishers adopt a more exploratory mode (higher
variance) with less strict agreements (Fig 2). Reduced variance of decisions over time and incresed
coordination across group members suggest that people with strong agreements (e.g. strict quotas)
were more successful on maintaining the stock above the threshold than groups with soft agreements
(e.g. “let’s fish less”). Further research efforts could target dissentangling the effects of the different
forms of uncertainty regarding the dynamics of the natural resources with pontential thresholds, the
social uncertainty about free-riding, or the effects of norms ambiguity. As this type of experiments
scale up to more realistic settings, noise induced by social network structures needs to be taken
into consideration realizing that humans have limits to social interactions (32), and that social
relationships are heterogeneous in number and quality.

If the existence of thresholds already triggers cooperative behavior in natural resource users, then
communicating their potential effects on ecosystems and society is more important than quantifying
the precise point at which ecosystems tip over. Tipping points are difficult to observe and quantify
in nature, they are not unique and they are expected to interact with other tipping points (33,
34), meaning that their exact points change over time. While precise measurements can be out
of reach specially in settings where monitoring programs are weak or not in place (e.g. developing
countries), knowledge about the circumstances under which an ecosystem can tip over can already
trigger behavioral change for maintaining natural resources in configuration that provide crucial
ecosystem services for livelihoods. In our case study, these circumstances are related with high
concentrations of nutrients in water often correlated with use of fertalizers in agricultural activities,
or periods of high sediment input following droughs and strong rainy seasons such as ENSO events
(18, 19, 35). Identifying such circumstances and communicating uncertain but potential regime
shifts can mobilize social action towards sustainable behaviour in natural resource users.

Methods
The fishing game was part of a 3 hour workshop that were carried out in four Colombian fishing
communities in the Caribbean coast in February 2016. Each workshop consisted of the fishing game,
a post-experimental survey, and a risk/ambiguity elicitation task. Before starting, each participant
signed a consent form committing to participate in all three activities and authorising us to use
the anonymised data for research purposes.

Fishing game

Participants knew that the total duration of the workshop was 3hrs but they did not know how
long the fishing game would last. This was to avoid last round effects – people crashing the resource
to maximise their individual earnings. The fishing game consisted in 2-3 practice rounds, 6 rounds
playing the baseline treatment, and 10 rounds with a treatment that was framed as a climate event.
The climate event arrived with probability p = 1 in the threshold treatment, with p = 0.5 in risk
treatment, and with p = 0.1 : 0.9 in the uncertainty treatment. The event was meant to reduce
the capacity of the fish stock to reproduce. On the baseline the reproduction rate was 5 fish if the
remaining fish stock was 5-19 or 35-45 fishes, and 10 fishes if the remaining fish stock was 20-34.
If the climate event occurred in the game, the reproduction rate changed to 1 fish for remaining
fish stock of 5-27, 10 fish for remaining fish stock of 28-34, and 5 fish for remaining fish stock of
35-45. The game started with a fish stock of 50 fish and in round 7 the fish stock was restored
to 50 for all treatments. There was no reproduction in either treatment for fish stocks below 5 or
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above 45, which was justified in the game as Allee effects. In too low densities, or highly populated
ponds, the fish finds harder to reproduce due to lack of partners or competition for resources. Once
the climate event occurred, the reproduction rate changed for the rest of the game mimicking a
long-lasting effect on the function and structure of the ecosystem – a regime shift.

We communicated risk and uncertainty with a ballot system to avoid deception. For risk, five green
and five red stones were shown at the beginning of the round. We drew one stone in private. If
it was red the climate event occurred and we calculated the reproduction rate at the end of the
round accordingly. If the stone was green, we kept the reproduction scheme of the baseline. Thus,
fishers could not know if the climate event happened if the remaining stock was above the threshold
θ = 28 since both reproduction schemes are identical for St > 28. For the uncertainty treatment,
we showed them ten red and ten green stones. We first took one stone of each colour and put them
into an urn. The remaining 18 stones were mixed in another urn. Once mixed, 8 stones were moved
to the first urn without revealing their colour, so neither experimenters or fishers knew the exact
distributions of stones of the urn we later used to draw the climate event. All we knew was that
the probability could be between 0.1 and 0.9 since for sure there was one green and one red stone
in the urn. For the treatments risk and uncertainty, we drew a stone every round regardless if the
climate event occurred or not, and the stone was returned to the urn so each round had exactly
the same odds.

To make decisions in the game more realistic, each fisher earned $COL500 (USD$0.14) for each
fish caught, in addition to a show-up fee (COL$15000, USD$4.3) meant to compensate for the time
invested in the workshop. A day spent in the workshop meant for them a day without going fishing,
so their average earnings were adjusted in a way that represented a typical working wage. The full
instructions of the game (English version) are available in Appendix 1.

Surveys

After the game, each fisher participated in a 56-question survey. The purpose of the survey was to
better investigate the context of the fishing activities and to collect socioeconomic data important
for helping to explain decisions in our regressions. The survey was divided into 5 sections. The
first section was about the game and their perceptions on the activity, for example, whether they
expected the game to end when it did. The second section was about their fishing habits: how
much effort they put on fishing (time per day or year), how much earnings they get in a good
or bad day, whether they own and share the fishing gear, whether they fish in groups, or what
are the species targeted. The third section was about traditional ecological knowledge focused on
questions about abrupt changes in their fishing grounds in the past and the type of strategies they
have used to cope with it. The fourth section was about cooperative activities and associations in
the community. The last section included questions about demographic socioeconomic data and
sense of place. The full questionnaire is available in Appendix 2.

Risk and ambiguity elicitation task

After the survey fishers were asked to do a final game for risk and ambiguity elicitation (36).
To measure risk and ambiguity aversion we asked fishers to choose between 6 binary lotteries:
$13000|$13000; $10000|$19000; $7000|$25000; $4000|$31000; and $0|$38000. For risk the chances
of getting the high payoff was 0.5, while for ambiguity it was a probability between 0.1-0.9 but
unknown. Half of the people started with risk task and another half with ambiguity task in order
to control for order effects. Their choices were transformed to a discrete variable used in our
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regressions that takes 1 if the fisher is risk or ambiguity averse (when the $13000|$13000 lottery
was chosen), and 6 when the fisher is risk or ambiguity keen (when the $0|$38000 lottery was
chosen). The risk and ambiguity elicitation task was paid to only one fisher per group.

Regressions

We fitted a random effects panel model to our full game dataset (N = 4096) to disentangle treatment
effects with a difference-in-difference regression (Fig 1). It follows the form:

Yi,t,g = µi,t,g + γGi,t,g + δTi,t,g + τGi,t,gTi,t,g + ϵi + ϵt + ϵg (2)

where γ is the effect of being assigned to a group with a treatment, δ is the effect of the treatment
(before-after), and τ is the interaction term that captures the average treatment effect on the
treated. As response variables Yi,t,g we used individual extraction, proportion of stock extracted,
and cooperation. The average treatment effect on the treated (ATT, Fig 1) in the difference-in-
difference framework was calculated according to the following definitions:

Terms After (Ti = 1) Before (Ti = 0) After-Before

Treated Gi = 1 µ̂ + γ̂ + δ̂ + τ̂ µ̂ + γ̂ δ̂ + τ̂

Control Gi = 0 µ̂ + δ̂ µ̂ δ̂
Treated-Control γ̂ + τ̂ γ̂ τ̂

A Hausman test suggests that our choice for random effects is preferred for the proportion of
stock available and cooperation (p > 0.05), but it supports fixed effects for individual extraction
(p < 0.05). Since our panel is nested, we fitted a random-effects model clustered around individuals,
groups, and time following our hierarchical design. A fixed-effects model would have not allowed us
to control for the different levels of nestedness. A Breusch-Pagan Lagrange multiplier test further
supported our choice of a random model when compared with a pooled regression with any of the
response variables (p << 0.05).

Given the nested structure of our design and that decisions in the past affect the stock size in the fu-
ture, we expected that our dynamic game data presented cross-sectional dependence. We confirmed
these expectations with a Breusch-Pagan LM test for cross-sectional dependence (p << 0.05 for all
response variables) and a Breusch-Godfrey/Wooldridge test for serial correlation (p << 0.05 for all
response variables). In addition, a Breusch-Pagan test reveals that our models are heteroskedastic
(p < 0.05), meaning that the variances change over time. To correct for heteroskedasticity, cross-
sectional correlation, and serial correlation, we calculated robust standard errors by estimating
the variance-covariance matrix with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent estimators
(Tables S1-S3). We also performed a F-test to the joint linear hypothesis H0 : γ + τ = 0, this
is that the difference in the coefficients before and after treatments (threshold, risk, and uncer-
tainty) are indeed different from zero. We found that our differences are significant for individual
extraction (F = 5.95, p << 0.05, df = 3), weakly significant for proportion of stock extracted
(F = 2.23, p = 0.08), and non-significant for cooperation (F = 0.3, p = 0.8). When tested in-
dividually for each treatment in the case of proportion of stock extracted, the weakly significant
treatment was risk (p = 0.08), while threshold and uncertainty were both significant (p = 0.02, 0.01
respectively; Fig 1).
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We further explored what influences individual behaviour with an ordinary least squares approx-
imation. As response variables we used summary statistics for the second part of the game (10
rounds), namely coordination, median cooperation, mean extraction, mean proportion of stock
available extracted, and their variances (see Fig S1 for correlations between response variables).
As regressors we used some socioeconomic variables from the survey, the proportion of rounds that
groups reached agreements, a place term to account for place differences that were not accounted
by socioeconomic factors, and the treatments.
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Figure S1: Correlations between response variables. Correlation coefficients are calculated
by variable and by treatment.
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Table S1: Clustered and robust standard errors estimation for individual extraction with White
method and (1) HC1, (2) HC2, (3) HC3, (4) HC4 weighting schemes, and (5) Newey and West
method with HC4 scheme.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Constant −0.12 −0.12 −0.12 −0.12 −0.12

(0.19) (0.19) (0.19) (0.19) (0.18)
Treatment: Threshold −0.26 −0.26 −0.26 −0.26 −0.26

(0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.18)
Treatment: Risk 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09

(0.20) (0.20) (0.20) (0.20) (0.24)
Treatment: Uncertainty −0.35∗∗ −0.35∗∗ −0.35∗∗ −0.35∗∗ −0.35∗∗

(0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.17)
Part −0.03 −0.03 −0.03 −0.03 −0.03

(0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11)
Round −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Stock size 0.08∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Threshold * part −0.20∗ −0.20∗ −0.20∗ −0.20∗ −0.20

(0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.12)
Risk * part −0.50∗∗∗ −0.50∗∗∗ −0.50∗∗∗ −0.50∗∗∗ −0.50∗∗∗

(0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.16)
Uncertainty * part −0.22∗∗ −0.22∗∗ −0.22∗∗ −0.22∗∗ −0.22∗

(0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.12)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table S2: Clustered and robust standard errors estimation for proportion of available stock with
White method and (1) HC1, (2) HC2, (3) HC3, (4) HC4 weighting schemes, and (5) Newey and
West method with HC4 scheme.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Constant 0.09∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Treatment: Threshold −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01)
Treatment: Risk −0.004 −0.004 −0.004 −0.004 −0.004

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Treatment: Uncertainty −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)
Part −0.004 −0.004 −0.004 −0.004 −0.004

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Round 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Threshold * part −0.01∗ −0.01∗ −0.01∗ −0.01∗ −0.01∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Risk * part −0.03∗∗∗ −0.03∗∗∗ −0.03∗∗∗ −0.03∗∗∗ −0.03∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Uncertainty * part −0.02∗∗ −0.02∗∗ −0.02∗∗ −0.02∗∗ −0.02∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table S3: Clustered and robust standard errors estimation for cooperation with White method and
(1) HC1, (2) HC2, (3) HC3, (4) HC4 weighting schemes, and (5) Newey and West method with
HC4 scheme.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Constant 0.79∗∗∗ 0.79∗∗∗ 0.79∗∗∗ 0.79∗∗∗ 0.79∗∗∗

(0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.16)
Treatment: Threshold −0.21 −0.21 −0.21 −0.21 −0.21

(0.18) (0.18) (0.18) (0.18) (0.20)
Treatment: Risk −0.08 −0.08 −0.08 −0.08 −0.08

(0.18) (0.18) (0.18) (0.18) (0.20)
Treatment: Uncertainty −0.24 −0.24 −0.24 −0.24 −0.24

(0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.18)
Part −0.34∗∗∗ −0.34∗∗∗ −0.34∗∗∗ −0.34∗∗∗ −0.34∗∗∗

(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.08)
Round 0.05∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Threshold * part 0.19∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗

(0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08)
Risk * part 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06

(0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08)
Uncertainty * part 0.13∗ 0.13∗ 0.13∗ 0.13∗ 0.13∗

(0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table S4: Original regression models as shown in Fig 3. Dependend variables are (1) mean extrac-
tion, (2) mean proportion of extraction, (3) median cooperation, (4) variance of cooperation, (5)
variance of extraction, (6) variance of the proportion of extraction, and (7) coordination.

Dependent variable:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Constant 1.38∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ 0.87∗∗∗ 0.98∗∗∗ 4.01∗∗∗ 0.02∗ 0.23∗∗

(0.26) (0.02) (0.16) (0.33) (0.76) (0.01) (0.10)
Treatment: Threshold −0.19 −0.02∗ 0.09 0.18 −0.06 −0.01 −0.02

(0.12) (0.01) (0.09) (0.28) (0.71) (0.01) (0.02)
Treatment: Risk −0.15 −0.03∗∗ 0.06 0.09 −0.69 −0.01 −0.02

(0.11) (0.01) (0.10) (0.34) (0.51) (0.01) (0.02)
Treatment: Uncertainty −0.03 −0.03∗∗ 0.05 0.19 −0.97∗ −0.01 −0.08∗∗∗

(0.12) (0.01) (0.08) (0.26) (0.53) (0.01) (0.03)
Place: B −0.22∗ 0.003 0.03 −0.07 1.78∗∗ 0.001 −0.07∗∗∗

(0.13) (0.01) (0.10) (0.46) (0.66) (0.01) (0.02)
Place: C 0.25 −0.01 −0.11 −0.11 0.72 −0.003 −0.01

(0.17) (0.01) (0.09) (0.26) (0.51) (0.01) (0.03)
Place: D 0.29∗∗ −0.02 −0.19∗∗ −0.52 −0.26 −0.01 −0.03

(0.13) (0.01) (0.09) (0.36) (0.50) (0.01) (0.02)
Education 0.001 −0.001 −0.003 −0.03 −0.12∗∗ −0.0002 −0.001

(0.01) (0.001) (0.01) (0.03) (0.05) (0.0003) (0.001)
Frequency of bad fishing days 0.04∗ 0.001 0.005 −0.04 0.11 −0.0003 −0.002

(0.02) (0.002) (0.01) (0.05) (0.09) (0.001) (0.003)
Expectation of fishing children −0.07 0.005 −0.05 −0.11 −0.48 0.01 0.01

(0.08) (0.01) (0.05) (0.15) (0.40) (0.01) (0.01)
Fishing art sharing −0.20∗ −0.01 −0.05 −0.12 0.29 −0.003 0.01

(0.11) (0.01) (0.05) (0.16) (0.46) (0.003) (0.01)
Group fishing 0.02 0.002 0.03 −0.08 0.03 −0.002 0.01

(0.11) (0.01) (0.06) (0.25) (0.50) (0.004) (0.01)
Risk aversion 0.01 0.0001 −0.003 0.06 −0.11 0.0004 0.004

(0.02) (0.002) (0.01) (0.05) (0.08) (0.001) (0.003)
Ambiguity aversion −0.01 0.002∗ 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.001 0.004

(0.02) (0.001) (0.01) (0.03) (0.07) (0.001) (0.003)
Rounds with agreements 0.20 −0.03∗∗ −0.33∗∗ −0.69∗ −2.13∗∗∗ −0.01 0.20∗∗∗

(0.14) (0.01) (0.12) (0.37) (0.69) (0.01) (0.04)
Part 1 variable (1) 0.29∗∗∗

(0.08)
Part 1 variable (2) 0.53∗∗∗

(0.14)
Part 1 variable (3) 0.27∗∗∗

(0.06)
Part 1 variable (4) 0.24

(0.20)
Part 1 variable (5) 0.06

(0.04)
Part 1 variable (6) 0.22

(0.17)
Part 1 variable (7) 0.62∗∗∗

(0.11)
Observations 236 236 236 236 236 236 236
R2 0.31 0.54 0.43 0.31 0.41 0.30 0.78
Adjusted R2 0.26 0.51 0.39 0.26 0.37 0.25 0.77
Residual Std. Error 0.58 0.04 0.29 1.31 2.34 0.02 0.08
F Statistic 6.60∗∗∗ 17.21∗∗∗ 10.94∗∗∗ 6.58∗∗∗ 10.34∗∗∗ 6.18∗∗∗ 53.24∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Clustered robust standard errors and confidence intervals were calculated with the CR2 estimator
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Table S5: Modified model without place terms. Dependend variables are (1) mean extraction, (2)
mean proportion of extraction, (3) median cooperation, (4) variance of cooperation, (5) variance
of extraction, (6) variance of the proportion of extraction, and (7) coordination.

Dependent variable:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Constant 1.16∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗ 0.88∗∗∗ 0.90∗∗ 4.68∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗

(0.22) (0.01) (0.10) (0.39) (0.71) (0.01) (0.04)
Treatment: Threshold −0.22∗ −0.02∗∗∗ 0.10∗ 0.20 0.05 −0.01∗∗∗ −0.02

(0.12) (0.01) (0.06) (0.25) (0.47) (0.004) (0.02)
Treatment: Risk −0.15 −0.03∗∗∗ 0.06 0.10 −0.70 −0.01∗∗∗ −0.02

(0.11) (0.01) (0.06) (0.24) (0.45) (0.004) (0.02)
Treatment: Uncertainty −0.04 −0.03∗∗∗ 0.05 0.19 −0.92∗∗ −0.01∗∗∗ −0.08∗∗∗

(0.11) (0.01) (0.06) (0.25) (0.46) (0.004) (0.02)
Education 0.01 −0.001 −0.01 −0.03 −0.10∗∗ −0.0003 −0.001

(0.01) (0.001) (0.01) (0.02) (0.04) (0.0004) (0.001)
Frequency of bad fishing days 0.04∗ 0.001 0.004 −0.03 0.10 −0.0003 −0.0002

(0.02) (0.002) (0.01) (0.05) (0.09) (0.001) (0.003)
Expectation of fishing children −0.11 0.01 −0.02 −0.05 −0.44 0.01∗ 0.01

(0.10) (0.01) (0.05) (0.22) (0.41) (0.003) (0.01)
Fishing art sharing −0.08 −0.01∗∗ −0.09∗ −0.17 −0.14 −0.005 0.03∗∗

(0.09) (0.01) (0.05) (0.20) (0.38) (0.003) (0.01)
Group fishing 0.06 0.0004 0.01 −0.14 0.14 −0.003 0.001

(0.11) (0.01) (0.05) (0.23) (0.43) (0.004) (0.01)
Risk aversion 0.004 0.0002 −0.003 0.06 −0.05 0.0005 0.002

(0.03) (0.002) (0.01) (0.05) (0.10) (0.001) (0.003)
Ambiguity aversion −0.02 0.002 0.01 0.002 0.06 0.001 0.002

(0.03) (0.002) (0.01) (0.06) (0.10) (0.001) (0.003)
Rounds with agreements 0.35∗∗∗ −0.03∗∗∗ −0.36∗∗∗ −0.70∗∗ −2.68∗∗∗ −0.01∗ 0.21∗∗∗

(0.13) (0.01) (0.07) (0.28) (0.53) (0.004) (0.02)
Part 1 variable (1) 0.31∗∗∗

(0.04)
Part 1 variable (2) 0.54∗∗∗

(0.05)
Part 1 variable (3) 0.28∗∗∗

(0.04)
Part 1 variable (4) 0.23∗∗∗

(0.03)
Part 1 variable (5) 0.05∗∗∗

(0.01)
Part 1 variable (6) 0.22∗∗∗

(0.04)
Part 1 variable (7) 0.65∗∗∗

(0.05)
Observations 236 236 236 236 236 236 236
R2 0.24 0.53 0.38 0.29 0.35 0.28 0.76
Adjusted R2 0.20 0.50 0.35 0.26 0.32 0.24 0.75
Residual Std. Error 0.60 0.04 0.30 1.32 2.45 0.02 0.08
F Statistic 5.99∗∗∗ 20.64∗∗∗ 11.55∗∗∗ 7.71∗∗∗ 10.01∗∗∗ 7.31∗∗∗ 58.82∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Clustered robust standard errors and confidence intervals were calculated with the CR2 estimator.
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Table S6: Modified model with only treatment and place. Dependend variables are (1) mean
extraction, (2) mean proportion of extraction, (3) median cooperation, (4) variance of cooperation,
(5) variance of extraction, (6) variance of the proportion of extraction, and (7) coordination.

Dependent variable:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Constant 1.44∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗ 0.63∗∗∗ 0.39∗ 2.29∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗

(0.15) (0.01) (0.06) (0.21) (0.40) (0.003) (0.04)
Treatment: Threshold −0.23∗∗ −0.03∗∗∗ 0.09∗ 0.06 −0.22 −0.01∗∗∗ 0.001

(0.10) (0.01) (0.05) (0.22) (0.42) (0.004) (0.02)
Treatment: Risk −0.12 −0.03∗∗∗ 0.07 0.10 −0.70 −0.01∗∗∗ −0.005

(0.10) (0.01) (0.05) (0.22) (0.42) (0.004) (0.02)
Treatment: Uncertainty 0.03 −0.03∗∗∗ 0.01 0.03 −1.28∗∗∗ −0.01∗∗∗ −0.05∗∗∗

(0.10) (0.01) (0.05) (0.23) (0.42) (0.004) (0.02)
Place: B −0.20∗∗ 0.01 0.09 0.13 1.80∗∗∗ 0.003 −0.08∗∗∗

(0.10) (0.01) (0.05) (0.22) (0.42) (0.004) (0.02)
Place: C 0.35∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗ −0.18∗∗∗ −0.42∗ −0.45 −0.01∗∗ 0.03∗

(0.10) (0.01) (0.05) (0.22) (0.42) (0.004) (0.02)
Place: D 0.22∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗ −0.16∗∗∗ −0.54∗∗ −0.60 −0.01∗∗ −0.02

(0.10) (0.01) (0.05) (0.22) (0.42) (0.004) (0.02)
Part 1 variable (1) 0.28∗∗∗

(0.04)
Part 1 variable (2) 0.57∗∗∗

(0.05)
Part 1 variable (3) 0.33∗∗∗

(0.04)
Part 1 variable (4) 0.25∗∗∗

(0.03)
Part 1 variable (5) 0.06∗∗∗

(0.01)
Part 1 variable (6) 0.23∗∗∗

(0.04)
Part 1 variable (7) 0.83∗∗∗

(0.04)
Observations 256 256 256 256 256 256 256
R2 0.26 0.51 0.34 0.27 0.32 0.27 0.69
Adjusted R2 0.24 0.49 0.33 0.25 0.31 0.25 0.68
Residual Std. Error 0.58 0.04 0.30 1.27 2.39 0.02 0.09
F Statistic 12.43∗∗∗ 36.51∗∗∗ 18.62∗∗∗ 13.36∗∗∗ 16.99∗∗∗ 13.10∗∗∗ 78.03∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Clustered robust standard errors and confidence intervals were calculated with the CR2 estimator.
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